tell
tell
tell
what
draw

about your roles and responsibilities of your current project?
about your current project functionality ?
about your current project fact and dimension tables ?
is the challenging issue you faced in your experience?
your fact table and dimension tables from your project ?

What are the common validations you will perform in your project ?
what is your project flow?
what is your project source and what is target
What is the ticketing tool you usinng ? - JIRA
What is the tool you using for test case tracking?

jira / Excel sheet

What are the agile ceremonies you attended ?
can you give some retrospective points which you provided in the recent
sprints?
How to validate incremental load tables?
Do you involved file validations
how to validate files data loaded in to the stage , entire data
validation
How you validate file in the source and database in the target
How you validate sourcestage and targetstage tables is in the different
database servers
Howmuch You rate yourself in

Sql ?

4 out 5

Howmuch You rate yourself in

unix?

3 out 5

Howmuch You rate yourself in

ETL concepts? 3 out 5

What are the things you can do in SSIS
What is your source database - ORACLE
What sis your target database - ORACLE
Do you have any idea about cloud ?
Do you involved any validaions in cloud environments?
Do you have any experience with no-sql databases?

No

What are the key column you will have in your test case documents ?
What are the key column you will have in your bug report documents ?
SQL related ETL questions
----------------------------What is substr
What is instr

Diff
Diff
diff
diff
diff
diff
diff
what
what
diff
diff
what
what

between replace and Translate
between union and union all
between minus and intersect
between dense_rank / rank / rownumber
between rowid and rownum
beteween co-related subqry and normal subqry
between primary key/ foreign key/ unique key
is lead and lag
are joins and tell me about type of joins
between where and having
between aggregate functions and analytical functions
are data functions
is nvl and nvl2

unix related interview questions
-----------------------------------grep
sed
find
awk
commands basic level
Jira Related Questions
--------------------------How you are using jira in your project?
Who to create the Bug in the JIra

